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Why Ferguson Shooting Was Murder- Based on 
Grand Jury Facts Alone

1) Officer Wilson saw Michael Brown and his friend walking in the middle of the street, Officer 
Wilson was alone. The Officer pulled his car in front of the two suspects and ordered them 
to the curb.

2) Michael Brown then attacked officer Wilson 
while Wilson was in the squad car, and tried to 
take Wilson’s weapon. Shots were fired in the 
squad car while both had hands on Officer 
Wilson’s gun. Michael Brown’s hands were 
though the open squad car open window 
allegedly striking the officer and struggling for 
his service weapon at holster.

3) Michael Brown therefore became at that time, 
an armed felon who was trying to kill officer 
Wilson with his police service weapon. Officer 
Wilson at this time would be legally justified to 
kill suspect. Michael Brown became armed with officers gun thus attempted murder by 
suspect Brown against Officer Wilson and resisting arrest, assaulting an officer, being un 
cooperative and taunting an officer… “You aren’t going to shoot me cause you’re a pussy.”

4) Michael Brown ran off from the initial confrontation/battle for weapon/punch out… becoming 
a fleeing felon who no longer posed any danger to Wilson or anyone else. Wilson may 
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argue that Brown might of robbed another cigar store that night…and thus was a danger to 
the public at large and must be killed. 

5) Officer Wilson had to make a decision, and not a split second decision.… Call for backup or 
go after 300 pound Michael Brown alone. Here is Officer Wilson’s fatal error….  Wilson 
knew suspect Brown was too powerful  
(300lbs/6’3’)… for Wilson to arrest safely. 
Wilson knew suspect Brown had 
attempted to murder Officer (shooting in 
vehicle) and had an accomplice …  

6) Wilson made a wrong decision to pursue 
alone. What did he have in mind?.. What 
would Officer Wilson say to a jury about 
this action? That he was chasing after a 
fleeing felon that he knew he could not 
possibly arrest? Wilson would have to 
convince a jury that he had no choice, 
but to pursue and kill the victim to 
escape a murder sentance. Wilson was 
planning to shoot the fleeing felon out of rage, rather than call for backup and admit he was 
out muscled.

7) Officer Wilson decided to go after Michael Brown, knowing he could not safely arrest him. 
Wilson went after Brown knowing he should call for backup. Wilson went after Michael 
Brown knowing he would have to shoot Brown because he could not physically arrest him 
singlehanded. 

8) Officer Wilson decided to go after suspect 
Michael Brown to kill suspect Brown. This is 
premeditated murder, even by a cop. At best it’s 
uncontrollable rage, clouding judgement but is 
still murder. The threat to Officer Wilson had 
ended as Michael Brown ran off down the street. 
But wilson reinitiate contact knowing it could only 
result in a shooting.

9) Wilson went after suspect Brown knowing Brown 
would likely attack Officer Wilson again, and 
Wilson did knowingly shoot to kill Brown and did 
kill suspect Michael Brown. Wilson could of tazed 
Brown or shot Brown in the leg, knee or foot but Wilson shot to kill, emptying his gun into 
the suspect.

10) Wilson should of called for backup when first stopping suspects, before engaging. Wilson 
should of called for backup after first contact and shots were fired, and before pursuing 
suspect Brown onto the street.
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11) District Attorney made sure these issues did 
not go to trial because….  Wilson would be 
tried for murder by members of the 
community… IE black members of 
community… and would be convicted of 
premeditated murder, because Wilson did 
premeditate the murder of Michael Brown 
and did kill suspect Brown. 

12) District Attorney McColloch made sure the 
Grand Jury were given unconstitutional 
instructions that Wilson must be tried and 
acquitted.  McCulloch presented all exculpatory evidence to protect Officer Wilson and none 
to protect the rights of Michael Brown. DA ran the Grand Jury like a full blown murder trial 
with him playing the part of the defense attorney for Officer Wilson. There was no one to 
represent Michael Brown or the cross examine Officer Wilson or other witnesses called. 
Here are the instructions given to the Ferguson Grand Jurors by the government; 

13) “…And you must find probable cause to 
believe that Darren Wilson did not act in 
lawful self-defense and you must find 
probable cause to believe that Darren 
Wilson did not use lawful force in making 
an arrest. If you find those things, which 
is kind of like finding a negative, you 
cannot return an indictment on anything 
or true bill unless you find both of those 
things. Because both are complete 
defenses to any offense and they both 
have been raised in his, in the 
evidence…”

14) Wilson was allowed to give a complete testimony without cross examination. The DA 
unlawfully and unconstitutionally acted as Wilson’s defense attorney… with no one to 
represent Michael Brown, in a fraud on the Grand Jury process and a fraud on the 
American People. 

15) The US Supreme Court has made clear a Grand Jury is not to be a trial where truth or guilt 
is decided.  Justice Antonin Scalia, in the 1992 Supreme Court case of United States v. 
Williams, explained what the role of a grand jury has been for hundreds of years…
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http:Supreme Court on Grand Jury process

http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/90-1972.ZS.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/90-1972.ZS.html
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16) “…It is the grand jury’s function not ‘to enquire … upon what foundation [the charge may be] 
denied,’ or otherwise to try the suspect’s defenses, but only to examine ‘upon what 
foundation [the charge] is made’ by the prosecutor. Respublica v. Shaffer, 1 Dall. 236 (O. T. 
Phila. 1788); see also F. Wharton, Criminal Pleading and Practice § 360, pp. 248-249 (8th 
ed. 1880). As a consequence, neither in this country nor in England has the suspect under 
investigation by the grand jury (Wilson) ever been thought to have a right to testify or to 
have exculpatory evidence presented…”

Therefore it seems more than clear that 
justice was not served. More likely is the 
government has a public policy 
problem… where the government wants 
police to be able to kill as needed without 
government prosecutions. The 
governments goal here is to keep in the 
good graces of the nations police forces, 
as they are the only force that keeps the 
people under government control. 
Without government protection of the 
police forces, the government would 

http:Officer deaths this year

loose control of the masses. And without this control, the government would loose power and 
power is everything.
But even Eric Holder would not cross 
this picket line, allowing this 
unconstitutional Grand Jury to adjudge 
and aquit  Wilson. For even the great 
race protector Eric Holder will not give 
away his government power for the 
lives of a few poor kids. It’s a disgrace.

There is however no reason that 
Wilson cannot be charged and tried in 
a real court. A Grand Jury failing to 
charge is not a verdict and no double jeopardy attaches. 
The issue here is not race but government power. If dead felons are allowed the right to a jury 
trail against police, it would disrupt the ability of police and therefore government to control the 
masses. The race issue is fanned by media to distract and confuse the public from the real 
issues of police and State power to kill at will. 
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OFFICER WILSON AT HOSPITAL 
UNINJURED AFTER SHOOTING

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2014/11/24/fbi-reports-27-cops-were-killed-last-year-but-how-many-civilians-were-killed-by-officers/
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httpPeople Police killed in 2014
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http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2014/12/12/3601771/people-police-killed-in-2014/
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